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Read Book Canon Eos User Guide
When somebody should go to the book stores, search establishment by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in reality problematic. This is why we oﬀer the ebook compilations in this website. It will completely ease
you to see guide Canon Eos User Guide as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best area within net
connections. If you aspiration to download and install the Canon Eos User Guide, it is totally simple then, past currently we extend the associate to purchase and create bargains to download and install
Canon Eos User Guide hence simple!

KEY=EOS - CIERRA HURLEY
CANON EOS R6 USER MANUAL
THE COMPLETE AND ILLUSTRATED GUIDE FOR BEGINNERS AND SENIORS TO MASTER THE EOS R6
The Perfect Guide to Master your Canon EOS R6 For the everyday shooter with high demands, the Canon EOS R6 is a versatile tool to meet the photo and video requirements of a contemporary imaging
workﬂow. This full-frame mirrorless camera revolves around a reﬁned 20MP CMOS sensor and DIGIC X processor, which aﬀord quick shooting up to 12 fps, apt 4K60 video recording, and wide-ranging
sensitivity to ISO 102400. It also sports 5-axis in-body image stabilization to help steady shots when working in low-light conditions. Taking the perfect shot requires more than just years of experience and
good lighting! Knowing Your camera and what it oﬀers you is a primary requirement. and this Canon EOS R6 manual provides clear, step by step instructions to help you take full advantage of your
camera. Here's a preview of what you'll learn Learn about each button on your camera Understand the settings Get better photos in auto or manual mode Shoot, view, and edit movies Whatever the
occasion you're shooting for, you'll get all the guidance you need to take excellent photos from now!

CANON EOS M50 USERS GUIDE
THE COMPLETE USER GUIDE FOR QUICKLY MASTERING CANON EOS M50 FROM BEGINNER TO EXPERT WITH ALL THE HIDDEN TIPS AND TRICKS
The Canon EOS M50 Users guide is the complete guide to using the Canon EOS M50 camera. It gives you all the essential information you need to know to make the most out of your camera.Canon EOS
M50 came into the limelight on the 23rd, March 2019. Since then, it has been one of the top choices for novices and professionals in the ﬁeld of Photography. Canon EOS M50 camera is certainly an
extraordinary choice both for learners and further developed picture takers. It's very easy to carry, has phenomenal picture quality and solid metering and auto white balance. Because of the new DIGIC 8
picture processor, the EOS M50 can shoot at up to 10fps in Single AF mode, and you should need to follow your subject utilizing Continuous AF this drops to a still extremely solid and accurate
7.4fps.Therefore, whether you only need to learn the basics, or if you want to discover some advanced tips, The Canon EOS M50 Users guide is here to help.This book is the best user manual you need to
guide you on how to use and optimally maximize your Canon EOS M50 camera.This guide will help you to quickly feel comfortable using your camera so that you can achieve excellent results.This book
has comprehensive tips & in-depth tutorials for First time user, seniors, and experts, and by the time you've ﬁnished reading this book, you'll be a pro.

CANON EOS REBEL T7 USERS GUIDE
THE COMPLETE USER GUIDE FOR QUICKLY MASTERING CANON EOS REBEL T7 DIGITAL CAMERA FROM BEGINNER TO EXPERT WITH ALL THE HIDDEN TIPS AND TRICKS
The Canon EOS Rebel T7 Users Guide is the complete guide to using the Canon EOS Rebel T7 DSLR camera.It provides you with all the essential information you need to know to bring the best out of your
camera, including a guide to all aspects of the camera's operation, as well as many advanced settings for autofocus and exposure control and how to use the Camera, Menus, and many more.This guide is
written Canon EOS Rebel T7 ﬁrst time user and intermediate photographers; it teaches you how to take still images and record videos with this camera.This user Guide also provides details about the
camera's automatic and advanced shooting modes, as well as continuous shooting at rates as fast as 20 frames per second. With a shot that is as fast as 90 frames per second, this also includes numerous
menu options for shooting, playback, and setup.It also gives step by step tips and tricks to using 4K video with s log3 and Interval Shooting. Active mode image stabilization in 4K video recording and
Movie Edit add on compatible Microphone jack and vertical position data recording and many more.Whether you only need to learn the basics, or if you want to discover some advanced tips, Canon EOS
Rebel T7 digital camera Users Guide is here to help.What are you still waiting for? Click the buy button now.

CANON EOS M6 MARK II INSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL
AN EASY AND SIMPLIFIED BEGINNER TO EXPERT USER GUIDE FOR MASTERING YOUR CANON EOS M6 MARK II INCLUDING TIPS, TRICKS AND HIDDEN FEATURES TO
MASTER YOUR CAMER
Canon EOS M6 Mark II is one of the best cameras you can ever ﬁnd out there, but how do you use it?The Canon EOS M6 Mark II Instructional Manual is the complete guide to using the Canon EOS M6 Mark
II. This book is written with the beginner in mind and is excellent for seniors and ﬁrst-time Canon EOS M6 Mark II users.Getting a new Canon EOS M6 Mark II camera is impressive; it can practically feel like
getting a new toy. Nobody cherishes a toy that makes you read a long guidebook just to ﬁgure out how the darn thing works!That is why I have put this book together for both beginners and expert, to
teach you them the building blocks of using the Canon EOS M6 Mark II camera. It starts out by going over the feature and modes in the device, followed by deﬁning some key terms that canon camera user
needs to know. This book will explain all the basics settings, Dials, Modes, Buttons, Shooting Tips and much more.It covers only what most users want to know so you don't have to comb through hundreds
of pages of technical jargon just to ﬁnd out how to do a common feature.This book is written in a little more casual and fun than what you expect from most Canon manuals.Click the BUY button now!!!

CANON EOS 6D MARK II USERS GUIDE
THE COMPLETE USER GUIDE FOR QUICKLY MASTERING CANON 6D MARK II DSLR DIGITAL CAMERA FROM BEGINNER TO EXPERT WITH ALL THE HIDDEN TIPS AND TRICKS
The Canon 6D Mark ii Users Guide is the complete guide to using the Canon 6D Mark ii dslr camera.It provides you with all the essential information you need to know to bring the best out of your camera,
including a guide to all aspects of the camera's operation, as well as many advanced settings for autofocus and exposure control and how to use the Camera, Menus, and many more.This guide is written
for Canon 6D Mark ii ﬁrst time user and intermediate photographers; it teaches you how to take still images and record videos with this camera.This user Guide also provides details about the camera's
automatic and advanced shooting modes, as well as continuous shooting at rates as fast as 20 frames per second. With a shot that is as fast as 90 frames per second, this also includes numerous menu
options for shooting, playback, and setup.It also gives step by step tips and tricks to using 4K video with s log3 and Interval Shooting. Active mode image stabilization in 4K video recording and Movie Edit
add on compatible Microphone jack and vertical position data recording and many more.Whether you only need to learn the basics, or if you want to discover some advanced tips, Canon 6D Mark ii digital
camera Users Guide is here to help.What are you still waiting for? Click the buy button now.

CANON EOS RP USER GUIDE
THE SIMPLIFIED MANUAL WITH USEFUL TIPS AND TRICKS TO EFFECTIVELY SET UP AND MASTER CANON EOS RP WITH SHORTCUTS, TIPS AND TRICKS FOR BEGINNERS
AND EXPERTS
The Canon Camera is arguably the best camera out there, it is Powerful, takes great pictures and videos. And does just about everything. It is easy to use for some people, absolutely! But if you've never
used it before or if you have used it but want to get more out of it, the truth is that this camera is a little intimidating, because there are countless innovations and new features packed into this camera
that it may seem overwhelming to use and enjoy. However, I have put this book together for but novice and expert Canon EOS RP camera users. All you need to become an expert and get the most out of
your CANON EOS RP Camera is right here! This user guide will show you how to set up and maximally use all the essential features packed into your camera. This guide also contains both simple and
advanced directions, tips and tricks that will help you in using some awesome features. This guide is perfect for beginners and Canon experts, and it is a practical approach to show you everything you
need to know to get up and running and much more. This book helps you discover your Camera full functionality and newest capabilities. It is a practical guidebook with step-by-step ways to help you take
full beneﬁt of all the excellent features built in CANON EOS RP camera. Scroll up and click on the BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK to start.

CANON EOS REBEL T100/4000D USER GUIDE
THE PERFECT MANUAL FOR BEGINNERS TO MASTER THE T100/4000D
Independently Published An All in One Guide to Master your Canon EOS Rebel T100 /4000D The Canon EOS Rebel T100 / EOS 4000D is a simple APS-C DSLR camera. The Rebel T100 is decent for
landscape photography. It oﬀers great image quality, with a high dynamic range, good color accuracy, and low levels of graininess even at high ISO levels, which is great for nighttime shoots. Taking the
perfect shot requires more than just years of experience and good lighting! Knowing Your camera and what it oﬀers you is a primary requirement. and this EOS 4000D manual provides clear, step by step
instructions to help you take full advantage of your camera. Here's a preview of what you'll learn Learn about each button on your camera Understand the settings Get better photos in auto or manual
mode Shoot, view, and edit movies Whatever the occasion you're shooting for, you'll get all the guidance you need to take excellent photos from now!

CANON EOS REBEL T3I / 600D FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons A full-color guide to Canon's exciting new dSLR camera Whether it's your ﬁrst dSLR, your ﬁrst Canon camera, or simplya new tool for your photography, your Canon Rebel T3i/600D
hascountless capabilities and you'll want to understand them all. Thisbook covers all the dials, menus, and controls, showing you how touse each one. It explains how to change and use various lenses
andoﬀers advice on exposure, focus, printing, using ﬂash, sharingphotos online, and much more, all with plenty of full-colorexamples to show what you can achieve. Canon's popular T3i/600D oﬀers a vast
array of options for thenew dSLR photographer; this book guides you through all thesettings, dials, and menus Explains how to use Live View mode and record, edit, and playback video Provides tips and
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advice on working with exposure, manipulatingfocus and color, switching from auto to manual controls, and usinglighting creatively Shows how to get photos from the camera to the computer, thenedit
and manage them using diﬀerent software packages Illustrated with full-color photos from the author, showingwhat you can achieve This fun and friendly book helps you to quickly and conﬁdentlytake
advantage of the many creative possibilities oﬀered by yournew Canon camera.

DAVID BUSCH'S CANON EOS R5/R6 GUIDE TO DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Rocky Nook, Inc. David Busch's Canon EOS R5/R6 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for the exciting new Canon EOS R5 and R6 full-frame mirrorless
cameras. Enthusiasts can choose between the super-high resolution of the R5’s 45-megapixel sensor, or the superior low-light performance and action-friendly high-capacity buﬀer of the 20-megapixel R6.
Both cameras boast continuous shooting up to 20 frames per second, in-body image stabilization, and 1,053 Dual-Pixel II phase-detection AF points for lightning-fast, precise autofocus. Their highresolution OLED electronic viewﬁnders provide a bright, clear view. Three available adapters make it easy to supplement your R-mount lenses with a broad selection of legacy Canon EF and EF-S optics.
The EOS R5 and R6 have wireless connectivity to allow linking to a computer and iOS or Android smart device, high-deﬁnition 4K and Full HD movie-making capabilities, and a versatile swiveling touchscreen LCD. With this book in hand, you can quickly apply all these advanced features to your digital photography, while boosting your creativity to take great photographs with your Canon EOS R5 or R6.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Canon EOS R5/R6 Guide to Digital Photography covers all this upscale camera's features in depth, from taking your ﬁrst photos
through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to speciﬁc photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy "roadmap" chapter,
an easy-to-use visual guide to the cameras' features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every
menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an
advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and conﬁdence, while bringing your vision to light with the Canon EOS R5/R6 today.

CANON EOS REBEL T7/2000D USER GUIDE
THE COMPLETE MANUAL WITH TIPS & TRICKS FOR BEGINNERS AND PRO TO MASTER THE CANON EOS REBEL T7/2000D BASIC SETTINGS AND GET MORE FROM YOUR
CAMERA
The Canon EOS Rebel T7/2000D is an entry-level camera in the Rebel line of cameras, which has a lot of appeals but also presents some challenges to new users. The camera is ideal for someone looking
to dip their toes into the world of photography or someone who wants to do some hobby photography and needs a camera to take photos of their pets. Or, for anyone who's looking to learn more about the
world of photography or to take their skills to the next level. What does this camera look like? The answer, according to Canon, is that the new EOS Rebel T7/2000D is "an excellent family companion for
young photographers starting" - the digital camera company has released a digital camera speciﬁcally designed for youngsters, suitable for shooting close-up, full-size human subjects, as well as highdeﬁnition video, and for studio and event work.The Canon EOS Rebel T7/2000D has a 45-point autofocus system with 77 percent coverage; a 7-point cross-type AF system with 27 percent coverage; a 1.3megapixel ﬁxed-focus HD image sensor; and 3x optical zoom with digital zoom up to an extra 2x. It can shoot raw format images, and has "a high-speed continuous shooting mode." The camera oﬀers
simple control, natural-looking results, and the choice of advanced features for younger photographers and all photography enthusiasts." Get into this book now to garner all the knowledgeable topics that
have been mentioned, plus more. Here are some of the tutorials you'll be equipped with from this book: Overview Of Canon EOS T7/2000D Quick Guide For Starting With The Camera Topside Controls
Controls At The Back Front-Left Features Shooting In Auto And Flash Oﬀ Modes View Finder Photography In Scene Intelligence Live View Photography In Scene Intelligence How To Change The Set Button
Functions How To Customize The AE Lock And Shutter Button How To Disable AF-Assistant Beam How To Silence Your Camera How To Prevent Shutter Release Reducing The Number Of Exposure Stops
How To Create A Menu Creating Custom Folders How To Turn Oﬀ Shooting Settings Color Space Adjustment From SRGB To Adobe RGB White Point Adjustment For Your Camera Image Zone Modes
Capturing Images In Scene Mode Scene Mode Result Modiﬁcation How To Remove Color Casts Adjusting The Overall Tone Of Your Image How To Adjust The Ambience Auto To Manual Focusing Working
With A Zoom Lens Enabling Image Stabilization Removing A Lens How To Bring On The Camera Settings Screen And many more.... This is just a few of what is contained in this book and you can Download
FREE with Kindle UnlimitedSo what are you waiting for? Scroll up and Click the Orange - BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON- on the top right corner and Download Now!!! You won't regret you did See you
inside!!!

COMPLETE CANON USER'S GUIDE
CANON EOS 50/E - ELAN II/E
Hove Foto Books, Limited Small enough to toss into a camera bag, yet thorough in coverage, Hove User's Guides are the best all-around camera manuals available. Each book describes the special
features and operation of a single camera model or model family.

THE CANON EOS 4000D / REBEL T100 USER MANUAL
MASTER YOUR CANON 4000D / T100 DSLR CAMERA
Watch two of the course videos absolutely free here: bit.ly/3iayX1Q A Great Manual, with 4 hours of exclusive training videos! This book is a superb manual for anyone who wants to get the best out of
their Canon EOS 4000D | Rebel T100. Ideal for anyone who has just bought their ﬁrst DSLR, it covers the basics really well, explaining each button and setting in detail. Then it explains how to use the
settings so that you can produce beautiful professional-level photography. The author, Jeremy Bayston, has been a picture editor for national newspapers for over 25 years and brings a wealth of
experience to this manual. He has produced 13 specially made, exclusive videos, which go into greater detail on eﬀects, menus, modes, shooting videos, getting the best sound for movies, and much
more. This manual Has 15 exclusive videos about the Modes, Menus, Autofocus, Filters, Flash and more Helps you get a great feel for the camera, exploring the shooting modes, and eﬀects Explains the
settings to get better results from exposure, lighting and focus Tips and tricks, to help you master focusing, metering and ﬂash Includes a chapter on shooting video and a whole chapter on sound Chapters
on shooting better portraits, action shots, reportage and landscapes. The brilliant tips and tricks on metering, focusing, how to use the ﬂash and how to shoot great movies have come from years of
working with some of the best photographers in the industry. There are chapters on best equipment, lenses and setting up studio lights. He has also included chapters on shooting portraits, landscapes,
action and reportage photography, again with great advice and tips. And for anyone who wants to use the Canon EOS 4000D | Rebel T100 to shoot movies - it is a great video camera - the are chapters on
video basics and how to get the best sound, and much more. Although quite compact, this is a very accessible manual, telling you all you need to know to get started with the Canon Eos 4000D | Rebel
T100. Then it shows you how to take great pictures and videos with this Canon DSLR camera. For more experienced photographers, this guide explains the advanced functions so that you can quickly get
started. It also explains the camera controls, and guides you through all the Menu Tabs and Custom Settings to help you best set up the camera for your speciﬁc shooting needs. The videos explain things
in more detail and if you have any problems, you can contact the author via the the thriving Youtube community (20,000 subscribers) on the Camerawize channel. With this manual, you get the perfect
blend of photography instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the next level. If you have a Canon Eos 4000D | Rebel T100, you owe it to yourself to get this manual! Contents
include: Getting to know your 4000D: Exploring the Canon EOS 4000D - This chapter explains every button, dial, and indicator on your camera. Where to Start: Walks you through setting up your camera
for immediate use. The Buttons in detail: This chapter teaches you how each of the 4000D's modes functions and eﬀects can help you produce excellent results. Tips and tricks: Explaining focusing,
metering, ﬂash in detail. Lenses: A chapter on the best lenses to use for stills and video. Flashguns and studio lights: What to look for in Flashguns and studio lights and how to set up a studio. Portrait,
Action, Reportage and Landscape photography: A chapter on each, explaining how to use the 4000D to get the best possible pictures. This SUPERB manual can help you progress you from absolute
beginner to accomplished DSLR photographer!

CANON EOS REBEL T7/2000D FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons A photography class—in a book! Your Canon EOS Rebel T7/1400D provides enough camera power to take the pro-style shots you've dreamed of shooting—and this book shows you
how. Canon EOS Rebel T7/1400D For Dummies bridges the gap between taking quick shots in auto mode and taking charge of the settings that oﬀer full control of your pictures' focus, color, and light
balance. Take a peek inside to discover all the expert tips and tricks to take brag-worthy portraits, action shots, and close-ups—in a ﬂash. No matter your subject, you’ll get all the know-how and
instruction you need to get the picture-perfect shot every time. Get started with automatic and creative modes Take full control of exposure to achieve better results Understand the settings that control
light and color Follow steps on properly using ﬂash Even if you’ve never picked up a DSLR camera, this friendly guide makes it fast and easy to unlock all your powerful Canon has to oﬀer!

CANON REBEL EOS T8I/850D USER GUIDE
THE COMPLETE USER MANUAL FOR BEGINNERS AND PRO TO MASTER THE CANON REBEL EOS T8I/850D WITH TIPS & TRICKS FOR BEST VIDEO SETTINGS AND
PHOTOGRAPHY
Are you looking to capture amazing images or shoot crystal clear videos using the Canon EOS Rebel t8i/850D? Then this user guide is the right choice for you. The Canon EOS Rebel t8i/850D is one of the
best canon cameras in the technological market that includes a Live View system and other exciting features. Additionally, the Live View system allows photos to ﬁt on the screen, including the optical
viewﬁnder. Furthermore, the latest canon camera allows you to discover extra creative photography skills. There is nothing more enjoyable than getting a portable camera, and you can get all these
features with the Canon EOS rebel t8i/850D. With this camera user guide, you will learn how to import pictures via Wi-Fi, turn it on, use manual exposure mode, use mirror lockup, attach and detach lens,
and so many more features. This user guide will provide you with all the information to help you operate the Canon EOS Rebel t8i/850D without any issue. With its well-explained features and step-by-step
guide, you will get to know your new camera features, functions, and abilities. Here are a few things to learn from this user guide: How to turn on the power How to charge the battery How to insert and
remove the batteries How to insert and remove the cards How to attach and detach the lens How to set the screen display level How to view the screen as you shoot How to shoot selﬁes About special
scene mode About group photo mode About portrait mode About landscape mode About sports mode About night portrait mode About HDR Backlight Control mode About smooth skin mode How to use
self-timer How to use remote control shooting How to use shutter priority ED Mode How to use manual exposure mode How to use mirror lockup How to use long exposures How to select the AF Methods
How to use drive mode How to use manual focus Flash function settings How to shoot with the built-in ﬂash How to shoot with external ﬂash units Easy wireless ﬂash How to release the shutter without a
card ISO speed settings White balance settings Noise reduction features How to use continuous AF How to record movies How to use the HDR movies option Sound recording How to use time-lapse movies
Digital zoom How to use creative ﬁlters How to playback on a TV set How to erase images How to rotate still photos How to set up a Photobook How to crop images How to use the slide show How to resize
images How to create albums How to connect to the printer via Wi-Fi How to connect to a smartphone How to send images to a web service How to change or delete connection settings How to connect to
a computer via Wi-Fi How to use multi-image display How to import pictures via Wi-Fi Shooting Features Picture Files How to disable shooting without a card How to process RAW images How to create
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video snapshots Display RAW images in HDR TVs And many more!! This is just a few of what is contained in this User Manual, and you can Download FREE with Kindle UnlimitedSo what are you waiting for?
Scroll up and Click the Orange - BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON- on the top right corner and Download Now!!! You won't regret you did See you inside!!!

THE CANON EOS DIGITAL REBEL XS/1000D COMPANION
PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY ADVICE YOU CAN TAKE ANYWHERE
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Through several easy-to-follow lessons, this handy book oﬀers a complete class on digital photography, tailored speciﬁcally for people who use the Canon EOS Digital Rebel
XS/1000D. This is not your typical camera guide: rather than just show you what all the buttons do, this book teaches you how to use various Digital Rebel XS/1000D features to make great photographs -including professional-looking images of people, landscapes, action shots, close-ups, night shots, and more. The Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D Companion is the perfect reference for your camera
bag. Written by professional photographer Ben Long, it's packed with creative tips and technical advice to help you capture stunning pictures anywhere, anytime. With this book, you'll learn how to: Take
creative control and go beyond automatic settings Learn the basic rules of composition Capture decisive moments, including fast-moving objects Discover ways to use a ﬂash indoors and outdoors Learn
about diﬀerent lenses, and the best time to use them Understand the options for shooting RAW, and whether it's right for you There are plenty of photography books, but only this one teaches you how to
take high-quality digital photos using the exact camera model you own. Plenty of full-color examples show you what's possible once you graduate from snapshots and focus on the pictures you really want
to take.

CANON EOS REBEL T7I/800D FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons Action, beauty, adventure, and art—start capturing memories today! Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D For Dummies is your ultimate guide to taking spectacular photos—no photography
experience required! The EOS Rebel oﬀers professional features that camera phones just cannot match, and this book shows you how to take advantage of these features to take stunning photos in any
situation. First, you'll take a tour of the controls to learn what everything does, where to ﬁnd it, and how to use it. Next, you'll walk through the automatic, scene, and manual modes to learn the strengths
and weaknesses of each, and how to choose a mode based on your goals for that particular photo. You'll learn how to capture action shots, take beautiful portraits, and get as artsy as you want to get as
you adjust for color, lighting, and focus, and control exposure for diﬀerent eﬀects. Taking great photos doesn't have to be diﬃcult! Your camera oﬀers everything you need to perfectly capture any scene,
and this book provides clear, easy-to-follow instruction to help you take full advantage of these professional tools. Get acquainted with your camera's controls Shoot in automatic, scene, or manual mode
Compose shots and work with lighting like a pro Adjust for focus, color, depth of ﬁeld, and more Whether you're taking pictures at a party, shooting scenery on vacation, catching action at a ball game, or
just wandering around capturing spontaneous moments of beauty, awesome photos are just a few simple steps away. Your Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D is equipped with the tools to make any scene shareworthy, and Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D For Dummies equips you to start snapping professional-quality photos today!

CANON EOS REBEL T4I/650D DIGITAL FIELD GUIDE
John Wiley & Sons Master every detail of this exciting new touchscreen dSLR Canon's new introductory-level dSLR camera boasts some revolutionary features that will be new even to Canon veterans.
This convenient guide eﬀectively explains every button, menu, mode, and function of the Rebel T4i/650D, and it ﬁts in your camera bag so you can easily refresh your memory during a shoot. With stepby-step descriptions of every action and feature plus color images of every control, this little book will have you taking charge of your camera in no time. Learn to use the touchscreen menus, new silent
autofocus feature, and extended ISO range. You'll also get suggestions for improving your shots in speciﬁc situations. There's even a free gray and color checker card to help you achieve perfect color and
white balance every time. The Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D oﬀers a touchscreen, silent autofocus mode for better quality video shooting, and a broader ISO range for improved photo quality in low-light
conditions This handy guide clearly explains every feature, mode, dial, function, and menu, illustrating the instructions with plenty of full-color images Explains how and when to use various features and
provides great advice on a number of common shooting situations Convenient 6x9-inch trim size makes it easy to take the book along for reference, and the bonus gray and color checker card inside helps
assure you of accurate color Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D Digital Field Guide is the perfect partner to help you get the most from your exciting new Canon dSLR.

CANON EOS R6: POCKET GUIDE
BUTTONS, DIALS, SETTINGS, MODES, AND SHOOTING TIPS
COMPLETE USERS' GUIDE
CANON EOS-3
Hove Foto Books, Limited

DAVID BUSCH'S CANON EOS 80D GUIDE TO DIGITAL SLR PHOTOGRAPHY
Rocky Nook, Inc.

CANON EOS 90D CAMERA USERS GUIDE
THE BEGINNER TO EXPERT GUIDE WITH ULTIMATE HIDDEN TIPS AND TRICKS FOR CANON EOS 90D CAMERA FOR SENIORS, BEGINNERS & FIRST-TIME USERS
The Canon EOS 90D Camera Users Guide is the complete guide to using the Canon EOS 90D Camera. It provides you with all the essential information you need to know to bring the best out of your
camera, including a guide to all aspects of the camera's operation, as well as many advanced settings for autofocus and exposure control and how to use the Camera, Menus, and many more.This guide is
written for Canon EOS 90D ﬁrst time user and intermediate photographers.Whether you only need to learn the basics, or if you want to discover some advanced tips, of Canon EOS 90D Camera Users
Guide is here to help.I have put this book together to assist people who are ﬁnding it diﬃcult to use this amazing camera and the features it comes with, and I can assure you that will you appreciate all
the tips inside. This book is the best user manual you need to guide you on how to use and optimally maximize your camera.This book has comprehensive tips & in-depth tutorials for First time user,
seniors, and experts, and by the time you've ﬁnished reading this book, you'll be a pro.What are you still waiting for? Click the buy button now.

CANON EOS 90D USER MANUAL
THE COMPLETE AND ILLUSTRATED GUIDE FOR BEGINNERS AND SENIORS TO MASTER THE EOS 90D
An All in One Guide to Master your Canon EOS 90D The Canon EOS 90D is a sleek DSLR also characterized by its high-resolution 32.5MP APS-C CMOS sensor. This updated sensor design achieves enhanced
image clarity, resolution, and dynamic range, along with adept sensitivity to ISO 25600 and low noise to suit working in a variety of situations. Combined with advanced image processing, this sensor is
also capable of outputting UHD 4K30p and Full HD 120p video, as well as supporting continuous stills shooting rates up to 10 fps. Taking the perfect shot requires more than just years of experience and
good lighting! Knowing Your camera and what it oﬀers you is a primary requirement. and this Canon EOS 90D manual provides clear, step by step instructions to help you take full advantage of your
camera. Here's a preview of what you'll learn Learn about each button on your camera Understand the settings Get better photos in auto or manual mode Shoot, view, and edit movies Whatever the
occasion you're shooting for, you'll get all the guidance you need to take excellent photos from now!

CANON REBEL EOS T8I/850D USER GUIDE
THE COMPLETE USER MANUAL FOR BEGINNERS AND PRO TO MASTER THE CANON REBEL EOS T8I/850D WITH TIPS & TRICKS FOR BEST VIDEO SETTINGS AND
PHOTOGRAPHY (LARGE PRINT EDITION)
Are you looking to capture amazing images or shoot crystal clear videos using the Canon EOS Rebel t8i/850D? Then this user guide is the right choice for you. The Canon EOS Rebel t8i/850D is one of the
best canon cameras in the technological market that includes a Live View system and other exciting features. Additionally, the Live View system allows photos to ﬁt on the screen, including the optical
viewﬁnder. Furthermore, the latest canon camera allows you to discover extra creative photography skills. There is nothing more enjoyable than getting a portable camera, and you can get all these
features with the Canon EOS rebel t8i/850D. With this camera user guide, you will learn how to import pictures via Wi-Fi, turn it on, use manual exposure mode, use mirror lockup, attach and detach lens,
and so many more features. This user guide will provide you with all the information to help you operate the Canon EOS Rebel t8i/850D without any issue. With its well-explained features and step-by-step
guide, you will get to know your new camera features, functions, and abilities. Here are a few things to learn from this user guide: How to turn on the power How to charge the battery How to insert and
remove the batteries How to insert and remove the cards How to attach and detach the lens How to set the screen display level How to view the screen as you shoot How to shoot selﬁes About special
scene mode About group photo mode About portrait mode About landscape mode About sports mode About night portrait mode About HDR Backlight Control mode About smooth skin mode How to use
self-timer How to use remote control shooting How to use shutter priority ED Mode How to use manual exposure mode How to use mirror lockup How to use long exposures How to select the AF Methods
How to use drive mode How to use manual focus Flash function settings How to shoot with the built-in ﬂash How to shoot with external ﬂash units Easy wireless ﬂash How to release the shutter without a
card ISO speed settings White balance settings Noise reduction features How to use continuous AF How to record movies How to use the HDR movies option Sound recording How to use time-lapse movies
Digital zoom How to use creative ﬁlters How to playback on a TV set How to erase images How to rotate still photos How to set up a Photobook How to crop images How to use the slide show How to resize
images How to create albums How to connect to the printer via Wi-Fi How to connect to a smartphone How to send images to a web service How to change or delete connection settings How to connect to
a computer via Wi-Fi How to use multi-image display How to import pictures via Wi-Fi Shooting Features Picture Files How to disable shooting without a card How to process RAW images How to create
video snapshots Display RAW images in HDR TVs And many more!! This is just a few of what is contained in this User Manual, and you can Download FREE with Kindle UnlimitedSo what are you waiting for?
Scroll up and Click the Orange - BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON- on the top right corner and Download Now!!! You won't regret you did See you inside!!!

CANON EOS M50 USERS GUIDE
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THE SIMPLIFIED MANUAL WITH USEFUL TIPS AND TRICKS TO EFFECTIVELY SET UP AND MASTER CANON EOS M50 WITH SHORTCUTS, TIPS AND TRICKS FOR BEGINNERS
AND SENIORS
The Canon Camera is arguably the best camera out there, it is Powerful, takes great pictures and videos. And does just about everything. It is easy to use for some people, absolutely! But if you've never
used it before or if you have used it but want to get more out of it, the truth is that this camera is a little intimidating, because there are countless innovations and new features packed into this camera
that it may seem overwhelming to use and enjoy. However, I have put this book together for but novice and expert CANON EOS M50 camera users. All you need to become an expert and get the most out
of your CANON EOS M50 Camera is right here! This user guide will show you how to set up and maximally use all the essential features packed into your camera. This guide also contains both simple and
advanced directions, tips and tricks that will help you in using some awesome features. This guide is perfect for beginners and Canon experts, and it is a practical approach to show you everything you
need to know to get up and running and much more. This book helps you discover your Camera full functionality and newest capabilities. It is a practical guidebook with step-by-step ways to help you take
full beneﬁt of all the excellent features built in CANON EOS M50 camera. Scroll up and click on the BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK to start.

CANON EOS REBEL T6/1300D USER GUIDE
THE PERFECT MANUAL FOR BEGINNERS TO MASTER THE T6/1300D
Independently Published An All in One Guide to Master your Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D The EOS Rebel T6 from Canon is a compact, sleek DSLR featuring an 18MP APS-C CMOS sensor and a DIGIC 4+
image processor. Combined, these two technologies avail rich image quality with reduced noise, along with a native sensitivity range of ISO 100-6400 that can be further expanded to ISO 12800 to suit
working in low and diﬃcult lighting conditions. The sensor and processor also enable the ability to shoot continuously at 3 fps for photographing moving subjects, as well as recording Full HD 1080p/30
video. Taking the perfect shot requires more than just years of experience and good lighting! Knowing Your camera and what it oﬀers you is a primary requirement. and this EOS Rebel T6 manual provides
clear, step by step instructions to help you take full advantage of your camera. Here's a preview of what you'll learn Learn about each button on your camera Understand the settings Get better photos in
auto or manual mode Shoot, view, and edit movies Whatever the occasion you're shooting for, you'll get all the guidance you need to take excellent photos from now!

CANON EOS 5D MARK II DIGITAL FIELD GUIDE
John Wiley & Sons Easy-to-understand techniques for getting the most from your Canon EOS 5D Mark II DSLR At nearly $3,000 for the body only, the Canon 5D Mark II DSLR is for amateurs and semiprofessionals who are serious about taking great photos-and this go-anywhere guide shares insight for doing just that. Authors Charlotte Lowrie and Brian McLernon walk you step by step through each
function on the Canon EOS 5D Mark II, going into more depth and scope than the standard manual that accompanies the camera. Portable and easy to understand, the book shows you how to get the
exact show you want, when you want them, and is packed with more than 200 beautiful color photos. Includes step-by-step techniques and professional tips on taking exceptional photos with your Canon
EOS 5D Mark II Reviews how to better understand the various functions and potential of your Canon EOS 5D Mark II Features samples of inspirational photos taken by the author With so much helpful
advice for getting the most out of your Canon EOS 5D Mark II, you'll be referencing this guide again and again.

CANON EOS REBEL T7I/800D USER GUIDE
THE PERFECT MANUAL FOR BEGINNERS TO MASTER THE T7I/800D
Independently Published An All in One Guide to Master your Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D Packing a versatile feature-set in a sleek and portable body, the EOS 800D DSLR from Canon oﬀers advanced
imaging capabilities along with a convenient range of controls and connectivity. Utilizing a 24.2MP APS-C CMOS sensor and DIGIC 7 image processor, the EOS 800D is able to capture high-resolution stills
and video with an expanded sensitivity range of ISO 100-51200 to suit working in a wide variety of lighting conditions. Taking the perfect shot requires more than just years of experience and good
lighting! Knowing Your camera and what it oﬀers you is a primary requirement. and this EOS 800D manual provides clear, step by step instructions to help you take full advantage of your camera. Here's a
preview of what you'll learn Learn about each button on your camera Understand the settings Get better photos in auto or manual mode Shoot, view, and edit movies Whatever the occasion you're
shooting for, you'll get all the guidance you need to take excellent photos from now!

CANON EOS REBEL T8I/850D FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons Get the best results from your camera Shoot breathtaking portraits and action photos Take control of color, focus, and exposure Shoot like a pro with your Canon dSLR Photographers
who like full control over all aspects of their images use digital SLR cameras—and the Canon EOS Rebel T8i/850D gives you that power plus the ability to shoot video in 4k resolution and edit images right
in the camera. In twelve easy-to-follow chapters, veteran photography author Julie Adair King helps you understand the basics of photography, the tools in your camera, and proven techniques that will
produce shots that even pros will envy. Inside... Customize your camera Get a grip on technical stuﬀ Choose the best shooting mode Solve exposure problems Manipulate image focus Record 4k video
Shoot and convert RAW photos Connect to a smartphone or tablet

THE CANON EOS 2000D / REBEL T7 USER MANUAL
MASTER YOUR CANON 2000D / T7 DSLR CAMERA
* A Great Manual, with 4 hours of exclusive training videos!This book is a superb manual for anyone who wants to get the best out of their Canon Eos 2000D | Rebel T7. Ideal for anyone who has just
bought their ﬁrst DSLR, it covers the basics really well, explaining each button and setting in detail. Then it explains how to use the settings so that you can produce beautiful professional-level
photography. The author, Jeremy Bayston, has been a picture editor for national newspapers for over 25 years and brings a wealth of experience to this manual. He has produced 13 specially made,
exclusive videos, which go into greater detail on eﬀects, menus, modes, shooting videos, getting the best sound for movies, and much more. This manual * Has 13 exclusive videos about the Modes, Tabs,
Autofocus, Filters, Flash and more * Helps you get a great feel for the camera, exploring the shooting modes, and eﬀects * Explains the settings to get better results from exposure, lighting and focus *
Tips and tricks, to help you master focusing, metering and ﬂash * Includes 20 pages on shooting video, with a whole chapter on sound * Chapters on shooting better portraits, action shots, reportage and
landscapes.The brilliant tips and tricks on metering, focusing, how to use the ﬂash and how to shoot great movies have come from years of working with some of the best photographers in the industry.
There are chapters on best equipment, lenses and setting up studio lights. He has also included chapters on shooting portraits, landscapes, action and reportage photography, again with great advice and
tips. And for anyone who wants to use the Canon Eos 2000D | Rebel T7 to shoot movies - it is a great video camera - the are chapters on video basics and how to get the best sound, and much more.
Although quite compact, this is a very accessible manual, telling you all you need to know to get started with the Canon Eos 2000D | Rebel T7. Then it shows you how to take great pictures and videos with
this Canon DSLR camera. For more experienced photographers, this guide explains the advanced functions so that you can quickly get started. It also explains the camera controls, and guides you through
all the Menu Tabs and Custom Settings to help you best set up the camera for your speciﬁc shooting needs. The videos explain things in more detail and if you have any problems, you can contact the
author via the the thriving Youtube community (25,000 subscribers) on the Camerawize channel. With this manual, you get the perfect blend of photography instruction and camera reference that will take
your images to the next level. If you have a Canon Eos 2000D | Rebel T7, you owe it to yourself to get this manual! Contents include: Getting to know your 2000D: Exploring the Canon Eos 2000D - This
chapter explains every button, dial, and indicator on your camera. Where to Start: Walks you through setting up your camera for immediate use. The Buttons in detail: This chapter teaches you how each
of the EOS 2000D's modes functions and eﬀects can help you produce excellent results. Tips and tricks: Explaining focusing, metering, ﬂash in detail. Lenses: A chapter on the best lenses to use for stills
and video. Flashguns and studio lights: What to look for in Flashguns and studio lights and how to set up a studio. Portrait, Action, Reportage and Landscape photography: A chapter on each, explaining
how to use the Canon EOS 2000D to get the best possible pictures. This SUPERB manual can help you progress you from absolute beginner to accomplished DSLR photographer!

THE COMPLETE IDIOT'S GUIDE TO CANON EOS DIGITAL CAMERAS
So you got a new camera because you wanted to shoot some photos of the kids visiting Grandma on vacation, but you suddenly discovered that the photos you took are good. Really good. Is it your
natural ability or the great features you've found on your Canon EOS... or both? Suddenly you're inspired to take all kinds of creative shots-from fabulous sunsets to the fascinating places you visit. But
whatever your passion, your Canon EOS lets you leave limitations behind and express your creativity in ways you never knew you could. This comprehensive guide, conveniently sized to ﬁt in your camera
bag, is packed with helpful information you'll use almost every time you pull out your camera, such as- Information on how to use every feature and setting on your Canon EOS camera A basic tutorial or
refresher course on exposure, aperture, shutter speed, and depth of ﬁeld Tips and tricks on maximizing your lighting or creating diﬀerent lighting eﬀects Advice on choosing the best lenses for your needs

THE CANON EOS DIGITAL REBEL T1I/500D COMPANION
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Through easy-to-follow lessons, this handy book oﬀers a complete class on digital photography, tailored speciﬁcally for people who use the Canon EOS Digital Rebel T1i/500D. This
is not your typical camera guide: rather than just show you what all the buttons do, it teaches you how to use the Digital Rebel's features to make great photographs -- including professional-looking
images of people, landscapes, action shots, close-ups, night shots, HD video, and more. With Ben Long's creative tips and technical advice, you have the perfect, camera-bag-friendly reference that will
help you capture stunning pictures anywhere, anytime. The Canon EOS Digital Rebel T1i/500D Companion will show you how to: Take creative control and go beyond automatic settings Learn the basic
rules of composition Capture decisive moments, including fast-moving objects Discover ways to use a ﬂash indoors and outdoors Learn about diﬀerent lenses, and the best time to use them Understand
the options for shooting RAW, and whether it's right for you Use the Digital Rebel's ability to shoot high deﬁnition video

CANON EOS REBEL T5I/700D FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons A comprehensive guide to the Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D camera written by bestselling For Dummies author Julie Adair King Expert author and photography instructor Julie Adair King
is exactly who you want to explain Canon's hot new Rebel T5i/700D camera for you. Her friendly, step-by-step style - honed to a ﬁne point from helping over 300,000 readers use their cameras - will have
you snapping great shots on the new Rebel in no time. Find all the info you need, backed by clear images of camera controls and menus, so you know exactly what she's explaining, when she's explaining
it. More than 300 fabulous full-color photos help you see what you and your DSLR Rebel T5i/700D can achieve. Canon's EOS Rebel T5i/700D is an entry-level DSLR camera from Canon and features an 18
megapixel sensor, full 1080 video capability, 5fps shooting, and a 3-inch viewscreen Covers how to shoot in Auto mode, manage playback, organize your images, and get better results from exposure,
lighting, focus and color Gives you professional editing tricks and oﬀers plenty of beautiful full-color images so you can see what you can achieve Popular bestselling author Julie Adair King author has
written more than 15 For Dummies books on Nikon and Canon cameras, and she helps you really get a feel for the camera Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D For Dummies...there's so much here to get you on
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your way to taking great photos!

COMPLETE CANON USER'S GUIDE
CANON EOS IX
Hove Foto Books, Limited Small enough to toss into a camera bag, yet thorough in coverage, this is the best all-around manual available for photographers working with the advanced system SLR
camera. This authoritative guide outlines APS comprehensively, and tells everything there is to know about using the EOS IX camera and its compatible lenses, speedlites, and accessories. It will be
tremendously helpful not only to owners and new purchasers of Canon EOS cameras, but to dealers -- this book answers all the questions customers have about the latest APS technology.

CANON EOS M50 USERS GUIDE
A DETAILED AND COMPREHENSIVE USER GUIDE TO OPERATE, USE, NAVIGATE AND FIND SETTINGS QUICKLY FOR BEGINNERS, NEW USERS AND EXPERTS
Canon M50 is one of the best cameras you ever ﬁnd out there, but how do you use it? The Canon EOS M50 Pocket Guide is the complete guide to using the Canon M50. This book is written with the
beginner in mind and is excellent for seniors and ﬁrst-time canon M50 users. Getting a new Canon digital camera is impressive; it can practically feel like getting a new toy. Nobody cherishes a toy that
makes you read a long guidebook just to ﬁgure out how the darn thing works! That is why I have put this book together for both beginners and expert, to teach you them the building blocks of using the
canon M50 camera. It starts out by going over the feature and modes in the device, followed by deﬁning some key terms that canon camera user needs to know. This book will explain all the basics
settings, Dials, Modes, Buttons, Shooting Tips and much more. It covers only what most users want to know so you don't have to comb through hundreds of pages of technical jargon just to ﬁnd out how to
do a common feature. This book is written in a little more casual and fun than what you expect from most canon manuals. Click the BUY button Now!!!

CANON EOS REBEL T6I / 750D FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons Get picture-perfect shots with your Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D Your Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D is capable of taking incredibly cool and truly frame-worthy photos, but unless you know
how use it properly your pictures won't be worth a thousand words. Luckily, Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D For Dummies is packed with the tips, tricks, and instruction you'd gain in a photography course to
take the intimidation out of working with your new camera—so you can start taking stunning photos right away. Assuming no prior experience in photography, this book gets you up to speed on core
photography concepts, then shows you how to grasp using the features speciﬁc to the Canon EOS Rebel T6i/750D, like working in automatic mode, controlling exposure, selecting the best lens for the job,
using shutter and aperture priority modes, knowing how and when to use ﬂash, and so much more. Whether you're looking to capture lovely landscapes, perfect portraits, awesome action shots—or
anything in between—the friendly guidance you'll ﬁnd inside oﬀers everything you need to get the shot…every time. Get started in automatic mode before working up to advanced features Take control of
your camera's exposure, lighting, color, and focus settings Shoot better portraits and action shots Get great shots every time—even in low light and when composing close-ups Complemented by online
supplements that cover the unique features of the companion T6i/750D at dummies.com, this hands-on guide will take your pictures from bland to beautiful in a ﬂash!

CANON EOS REBEL T7: POCKET GUIDE
BUTTONS, DIALS, SETTINGS, MODES, AND SHOOTING TIPS
CANON EOS REBEL T8I/850D USER GUIDE
THE COMPLETE MANUAL WITH TIPS & TRICKS FOR BEGINNERS AND PRO TO MASTER THE CANON EOS REBEL T8I/850D BASIC SETTINGS AND GET MORE FROM YOUR
CAMERA
The basic structure of the EOS Rebel T8i/850D camera is similar to that of its predecessor model EOS Rebel T6i. This camera has a 24 Megapixel APS-C sensor. The new generation sensor with a dual-chip
can capture very good images in high-contrast conditions. Due to the presence of the Dual-Chip CMOS AF sensor, it is much faster and has a much larger coverage area.It is possible to make some good
photos by using the Dual-Chip CMOS AF sensor. It helps in improved AF and AF-C performance as compared to the EOS Rebel T6i. Furthermore, the user can use this camera in low-light situations. In the
photos captured in low light, it is possible to see a very bright bokeh eﬀect. Also, it has better autofocus ability than the EOS Rebel T6i. The maximum ISO can be set up to 16000 and the range of ISO
100-32000. Its electronic shutter is faster than the EOS Rebel T6i. It has a new AF algorithm that makes it possible to track the subject with very little user eﬀort. The camera can also shoot videos in 4K
resolution at 30 frames per second. The previous model EOS Rebel T6i can shoot videos only in HD resolution. This camera features a Live View Finder, which can display what is in the viewﬁnder on the
screen. The screen can be tilted up and down from the right side of the camera. The built-in pop-up ﬂash can be attached to the camera to allow users to click portraits with no ﬂash. The viewﬁnder and
the rear LCD are always shown on the top plate and the sensitivity can be adjusted. This is the Manual you need to get started with using this camera seamlessly. This book covers all the features and
settings for the Canon EOS Rebel T8i/850D Camera as you will get wider knowledge on topics such as: What's In It For Me With The Canon EOS Rebel T8i/850D Camera Getting To Know The External
Buttons Setting Up Your Camera Information About The LCD Screen Using The Video Mode Information About The Black Screen Using Playback How To Use The Shooting Modes What Does The Creative
Filter Do Controlling The Exposure A Look At The White Balance Modes For Metering How To Use Focus Modes Canon Rebel EOS T8i/850D Back Buttons Getting To Know The Deep Menu Setting Up Image
Quality How To Use The Aspect Ratio Reviewing The Duration How To Release Shutter Without Card How To Correct Your Lens Aberration How To Control The Flash How To Use Exposure Compensation
Setting Up ISO Speed How To Optimize Auto Lighting Using The White Balance Setting Up Color Space How To Setup Your Picture Style How To Reduce Long Exposure Noise How To Setup High ISO How To
Delete Data Taking A Live View Shoot Using Anti-Flicker Shoot Using Lens Electronic MF Using The AF-assist Beam Information About The Change Rotate How To Erase Images Printing Order Setup For
Photobook Using Creative Filters Correcting Red Eye How To Create An Album, Crop Images, And Resize Images How To Setup Image Search Using Image Jump Using The Histogram Using AF Point Display
How To View From Last Seen Output For HDMI HDR Using The Purple Tab How To Select A Folder And many more.. This Manual is ideal for both Beginners and Experts to maximize User Experience. So
what are you waiting for? Scroll up and Click the Orange - BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON- on the top right corner and Download Now!!! You won't regret you did See you inside!!!

CANON EOS REBEL T5I / 700D
FROM SNAPSHOTS TO GREAT SHOTS
Peachpit Press Now that you’ve bought the amazing Canon EOS Rebel T5i / 700D, you need a book that goes beyond a tour of the camera’s features to show you exactly how to use the camera to take
great pictures. With Canon EOS Rebel T5i / 700D: From Snapshots to Great Shots, you get the perfect blend of photography instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the next level!
Beautifully illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this book teaches you how to take control of your photography to get the image you want every time you pick up the camera. Follow along with your
friendly and knowledgeable guide, photographer and author Jeﬀ Revell, and you will: Learn the top ten things you need to know about shooting with the Rebel Use the Rebel’s automatic modes to get
better shots right away Move on to the Creative zone, where you have full control over the look and feel of your images Master the photographic basics of composition, focus, depth of ﬁeld, and much
more Learn all the best tricks and techniques for getting great action shots, landscapes, and portraits Find out how to get great shots in low light Fully grasp all the concepts and techniques as you go, with
assignments at the end of every chapter And once you’ve got the shot, show it oﬀ! Join the book’s Flickr group, share your photos, and discuss how you use your Rebel to getgreat shots at
ﬂickr.com/groups/t5i700dfromsnapshotstogreatshots.

CANON EOS REBEL T6/1300D FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons Your Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D photography class—in a book! The Canon EOS Rebel T6/1300D oﬀers DLSR users a tool to take photographs truly worth bragging about. This book
gives you the pointers and easy-to-follow instruction you need to make sense of your new camera and start taking those stunning shots—right out of its box. First, it demystiﬁes all the photography terms
the pros use, explains your Canon camera's menus and settings, and shows how to take control of color, focus, and lighting. Once you have a grasp on those skills, you can apply your newfound knowledge
to get better portraits, action shots, close ups, and other images. If most of your photography experience has taken place behind the lens of a smartphone, fear not! You'll quickly and easily learn all about
your Canon's tools for controlling focus and depth of ﬁeld, getting vivid color, shooting landscapes, transferring your ﬁles to your computer, and so much more. Get up to speed on your camera's settings
and menu options Take quick auto mode shots or be creative with manual settings Apply your knowledge to get better portraits and action shots Find tips for customizing your camera to suit your unique
needs If you love to take photos and want to up your game with a fantastic DSLR camera, Canon Rebel T6/1300D For Dummies is your fast track to getting picture-perfect snaps in a ﬂash!

DAVID BUSCH'S CANON EOS 90D GUIDE TO DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Rocky Nook, Inc. David Busch's Canon EOS 90D Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for the advanced Canon EOS 90D camera. This upgraded 32.5
megapixel APS-C model features a 45-point autofocus system. The Dual Pixel CMOS hybrid autofocus brings lightning-fast phase detect AF to live view and high-deﬁnition movie modes, too. The 90D’s
metering system includes a 220,000-pixel RGB+Infrared sensor with Face Detection for accurate exposure control. The 90D has Wi-Fi/ Bluetooth connectivity to allow linking the camera to a computer and
iOS or Android smart devices, and an improved swiveling touch screen LCD. With this book in hand, you can quickly apply all these advanced features to your digital photography, while boosting your
creativity to take great photographs with your Canon EOS 90D.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Canon EOS 90D Guide to Digital Photography covers all this upscale camera's features in depth, from taking your ﬁrst photos
through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to speciﬁc photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy 90D "roadmap," an
easy-to-use visual guide to the camera's features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every
menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an
advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and conﬁdence, while bringing your vision to light with the Canon EOS 90D today.
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